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Easy, But Super Profitable Method Increases Your Monthly Profits Astronomically... Just By Running

Your Own Online Coaching Program From Home! ...And Generate Profits So High Youd Put Those

Conventional Seminars To Shame! Why You Should Consider Starting Your Own Coaching Program

Today... If you have a skill thats in demand, you can plug in a second income-stream by teaching that

skill! There is leverage in a classroom: you make more money teaching a group of students at a go vs.

one-on-one arrangements. Better clients to work with - if you sell your products or service too cheap, the

problem is you usually attract cheap customers who do nothing but consume your time and effort, and

eats into the true worth of your time. Unfortunately, Starting Your Own Coaching Program Isnt Easy...

Because if you are in the conventional seminar business - as in you arrange the premise to gather your

students, advertise in the local papers, hire staff or recruit volunteers, yadda yadda yadda... This is just

too much effort for one person. And even if you work in a group, will the paltry profit margin justify your

efforts? This is exactly why I love to do things The E-Coaching Way. Introducing E-Coaching Secrets...

Run Seminars From Home & Generate Truckload of Cash Teaching What You Love! eCoaching Success

Dont give up on teaching especially if its one of your burning passions! E-Coaching Secrets is an

all-in-one multimedia home study course designed for ambitious experts, professionals, teachers, and
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coaching superstars in the making. You will learn how to skyrocket your revenue by one or two more

digits - doing nothing more than: * Teaching what you love or already good at * Running it from home! *

So you save thousands of dollars on expenses and quit worrying about whether you can cover it all back!

Heres a sneak preview on each of the sessions covered in E-Coaching Secrets: Module 1 - E-Coaching

Explained eCoaching Success Discover why webinars are better than offline seminars. As long as you

have a skill that you can duplicate to other people, its something you can already market! And heres the

thing about the EXPERT concept: you dont need to know everything; as long as you know 5 of what 95

people dont know, you are already an EXPERT! Flash Video, MP3 audio, and PDF transcript Included!

Module 2 - Planning Your Virtual Presentation eCoaching Success How to craft your Core Message

Webinar platforms that are easy-to-use and low-cost so you can run a high-profit margin seminar from

home! How to plan your schedule for your interactive e-seminar! How to survey your target market in 5

minutes! Flash Video, MP3 audio, and PDF transcript Included! Module 3 - How to Attract High-End

Clients eCoaching Success How to get free leads using the FREE webinar approach! How to convert free

leads into high-paying customers! How to get other experts and Joint Venture partners to promote your

webinar for you! PLUS other ways to promote your free webinar to attract a large of prospects! Flash

Video, MP3 audio, and PDF transcript Included! Module 4 - E-Coaching Automation eCoaching Success

In this module, I show you how to eventually automate your e-coaching business, and spin off products

you can sell from the same content you have created with your online students! Flash Video, MP3 audio,

and PDF transcript Included! But Wait!... Thats Not All! Are you ready to put the pedal to the metal, raise

the bar and start making BIG BUCKS like what some of the worlds richest marketers do? If you want to

be able to move thousand dollar products to the front of your customers - or even higher priced products -

make voluminous sales on these high ticket items and do it all without working your butt off, this is going

to be a life-changing message for you. Truth About High Ticket Marketing Exposed... You see, when it

comes to selling higher priced products many marketers are confused and mistake these myths for truths.

Do you find any of these familiar? MYTH #1: It takes a lot of effort to make my own high ticket product.

TRUTH: In actual fact, it takes just as much effort to market a high ticket product as it takes for a lowly

priced product. Sure, you have to do better convincing, but not necessarily MORE EFFORT. Also, did you

know that it is possible to start selling high ticket products without creating it first? (I show you how in my

course High Ticket Blueprint!) MYTH #2: I need a lot of credibility before I can start selling high ticket



products. TRUTH: A lot of customers who buy high ticket products usually have never heard of these

sellers until they read their sales letter. While not all sales are made on first contact, these sellers are

smart enough to capture their email address to let their autoresponder do the follow-ups... automatically! I

show how this is done in my course too, and its easy! MYTH #3: Not everyone has the deep pockets to

blow that kind of money away! TRUTH: Now thats what I call scarcity thinking at work. The problem with

this kind of thinking is that you think the world doesnt have enough money to go around. Well newsflash:

theres 1.4 trillion dollars circulating around the world electronically... every single day! And when you sell

premium products, you attract... what? Yep, premium customers! You dont need 100 customers paying

you $10 when you can get 10 customers paying you $1000 each! As you can see, high ticket marketing is

not just reserved for the big boys... and Im about to lower the barrier of entry for you! The High Ticket

Blueprint is a 3-part step-by-step module to generating ideas for your high ticket products, how to

implement them, and start pocketing in the big cash... while working less! Bonus Module 1 - The Secret:

Value for Money eCoaching SuccessHave you wondered that why even though everyone has 24 hours,

why are people earning various incomes? Take a janitor and business consultant for example. A janitor

earns $5 an hour but a business consultant can earn $500-$1,000 per hour just consulting. This is

because one person provides more value to the society than the other! Understand this: this is one of the

biggest keys to making more money with less effort. When it comes to high ticket products, the key is to

provide massive value that people are willing to pay hundreds or thousands of dollars! And I will show you

exactly how! Flash Video, MP3 audio, and PDF transcript Included! Bonus Module 2 - High-Ticket

Product Ideas eCoaching Success 7 totally unique ways to go high ticket! How to demand hundreds of

dollars per hour for your consultation... and why your clients should choose you over your competitors!

Leverage through starting your own group coaching (step-by-step) How to achieve automation on selling

your ideas (no this is not about writing an e-book that sells for a paltry sum of $27... were talking about

going $497-997 using the same information you would have written in an e-book!) The customization

model - get paid hundreds to thousands for this! Achieve passive income from the same customers - over

and over again! PLUS 2 more unique ways to make money on high ticket items! Flash Video, MP3 audio,

and PDF transcript Included! Bonus Module 3 - Affiliate Conversions eCoaching SuccessWhy do some

people get paid more while others get paid less, even if they are selling the same product, in the same

business, to the same people? And which type of person do you want to be? The one who makes more



or the one who makes less for the same amount of effort? I show you how 8 cutting-edge ways to

differentiate and make yourself stand out from the sea of me too marketers... and why your clients and

customers should be going to you... and pay you more! Flash Video, MP3 audio, and PDF transcript

Included!
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